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Greetings all Valies,
Too our Comrades finishers, congratulations. With more than 220 messages on Whatsup, other Club members
were well informed what happened on the battlefield. Thanks to all whom kept the information flowing.
We did not get silwers this year and it was tough for most. The Comrades is but a memory for most, nearly 4
weeks later. After a little sabbatical and most are already back to a slow easy re-start, already doing the time
trials and group runs. I hope to get some comments on the view that current Comrades runners are softies.
Please send me your reply. I know Bennie agrees with me as we talked about it.
I also found an article to why long distance running is beneficial. Maybe it is the ideal article to persuade a
family member or friend to start running and join our family of running friends.
What is your next race? Tell us of your bucket list of races to do. To many of us just do the same races every
year. How boring!
Plan just one new race every year, maybe in a town where you have never been. Make it a family weekend
away if it is more than say 2 hours’ drive. In this way you keep it interesting. Can you assist in telling us about a
nice race in the not too distant future?
Though it is winter you can run to keep warm; an excuse to have a bit of OBS afterwards or some soup, or a
steaming cup of coffee with a koekie or 2. Nice! What-ever your excuse is to run in winter time, keep going and
keep the fitness levels up. Dress appropriately and keep the sniffles away. Look after yourself.
It is also Cross Country season. Not the most enjoyable of disciplines, (for me), but it will make you stronger for
the road. Check out the mail send on the 5th of June. Maybe give it a go. Entry is free or absolutely minimal
and can be enjoyable if done with a friend. See the Race Calendar for July meetings. Erica is keeping the Clubs’
name high at Cross Country. Great running Erica. She is our interprovincial Champion.
On the 16th of June, the “aged” of the Club spent a youthful day at the store cleaning and counting everything.
Thanks to the aged, excluding Wayne and Gys, (they are youngsters), Steve, Sharon, Linda and Cathy (and me).
Bruce Fordyce has been robbed of his tekkies and watch, be careful out there. Ladies! And men!
See you on the road! Smile and enjoy. You are alive and running.

There is no time to worry about age; I do not know what time I have left.
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A word from the -

Warm greetings Vaalies,
It is middle winter and it seems the really cold weather is on its way. For those runners in winter
hibernation, I hope you enjoy it thoroughly. Also, for those of you lucky enough to have a winter
holiday away from the cold, I hope you have a memorable break-away. Just realise that those of us
remaining behind in the cold Vaal Triangle are very envious of you.
Vir diegene wat skuldig genoeg voel om darem so ‘n bietjie aan die oefen te bly, onthou dat ons
tydtoetse en Saterdag groep-draffies onverpoos voortgaan. En sluit gerus by ons aan op ‘n Saterdag
oggend na die draf; die Spur ontbyt is altyd lekker gesellig en die ‘bottomless’ koffie breek enige
koue.
Bly warm en gesond!
Groete
Gys

Vaal Marathon Review Meeting after Comrades Breakfast

Michael Gaade

As breakfast isn’t really my thing I called in at the Riverside Sun towards the end of the Comrades
proceedings to say “Hi and Congratulations” to all the participants who were present at the
breakfast and to attend the meeting called by our Chairman for a review of suggestions for the 2018
Vaal Marathon. At the meeting I realised I was the only Club member who was not a Marathon
Committee member even though everyone had been invited including those not planning to come
to the Comrades breakfast. (Johan Mouton and Engela Kotzee also attended)
The areas of concern were raised by the various committee members discussing their specific
portfolios. A good session followed covering many important aspects. My contribution was the
subject of “Same old same old…..” The same people every year namely the committee and a core of
willing helpers spend many hours of their own time in the months leading up to the first weekend in
March and also the hours between Friday morning and late Sunday afternoon with minimal sleep on
Friday and Saturday nights. How about assistance from some of the other members? I know the
membership has dwindled to some 60 or so members but even when the membership was into the
hundreds it was the same story.
For several years now it has been a condition of membership that we cannot enter our own
marathon so that we can assist with the running of the event but this doesn’t seem to have made a
difference. How about some voluntary participation from some of the noticeably absent members?

From: Building Strong Clubs By Dan Ehrmann, President, ClubExpress
(See full article attached)
At the typical club:
• 5% of members run the club and show up for almost every event;
• Another 15% of members regularly participate;
• Another 20% occasionally participate;
• The remaining 60% never show up for anything!
As we all know, being a member of club and participating in its activities has enormous rewards. We
get to share our passion with others who have the same passion. We learn new things all the time
and make new and lasting friendships. We get to do good deeds, strengthening our communities
and the environment, and building bonds with other communities, sometimes across the country.
People get disillusioned or tired out and others need to step in and take up the mantle of
responsibility. Running a club can be a huge amount of work, with the only compensation being the
complaints of other members.
So the question to ask is: how do we create a strong club or association, one that members want to
join and renew, one with a strong and growing core of active members, one with a "virtuous cycle"
of people who get involved, which in turn generates more events and discussion and knowledgeexchange, which in turn gets more people to join and renew.
Building a strong club or association is like building a strong business. You need to focus on the
fundamentals:
An attractive product at a good price that people want to buy!

Personal matters
Our thoughts and prayers are with Ilse Doyle.
Margaret’s dad is also not well.
Courtney also had an operation on his neck, Whoopa! Speedy recovery.

Upcoming races: - Race Calendar
July 2017.
Date
01-Jul
02-Jul
09-Jul
29-Jul

Race
Distance
Race for Friendship
21/10/5
Pirates
10/5
Roodepoort Northgate
10/5
Winter Warmer
10/5

Time
07:00
08:00
08:00
08:00

Venue
Jakaranda Shopping Centre
Pirates Greenside
Northgate Shopping Centre
Old Vaaltonians Vanderbijlpark

AVT CROSS COUNTRY LEAGUE FIXTURES FOR 2017
GEORGE THABE STADIUM
SUIDERLIG HIGH SCHOOL
TBA

1 JULY
22 JULY
29 JULY

VULTURES LEAGUE
VAAL LEAGUE
(Date might change)
LEKOA EVATON LEAGUE

Result Cross Country Interprovincial: Bronkhorstspruit.
WOMEN 55 (4 KM)
1

ERICA

HAMILTON

VAAL

AVT

WOMEN 55

4 KM 00:19:01

A Gold Medal for Erica! And champion.
OTHER RACE RESULT:
Erica was the first lady overall in the local Trial Run in Vanderbijlpark over 12km. This Tannie can
move!

SPONSORS NEEDED.
This is a serious request to all members to strive for sponsorships.
We are looking for sponsors towards the Club. The marathon and Club can use this to great
effect to promote the Club and marathon. The sponsor will get recognition for his support and
will be discussed according to the value of the sponsorship. It also need not be cash, but can also
be in the form of clothing i.e. T-shirts or tops for the marathon or Club members.
The member getting sponsorship will receive commission of 10% on any cash donation. Please
speak to any Committee member if more information is required. If you need an official letter
from the Club, please contact Gys or Margaret.

Time Trail and Group runs.
TAKE NOTE:

PLEASE

NEW WINTER Start time:

17h30

!!!!

Wear white or bright colours to Time Trial.
Please wear a reflective belt!
We need to be safety conscious whilst running.

We invite all to come and join us on a Tuesday at 17H30. All friends and Walkers are welcome too.
This is where we as runners and Club meet, run a bit, socialize some more and where you can find
out about upcoming races.
Group runs for the coming Saturday is also discussed and time, distance and venue set.
Normally group runs are from Virgin Active in Three Rivers from 07h00, in winter.
There was no RAT RACE for June 2017 as it was the Tuesday after Comrades. A slow walk was
enjoyed by a few of us.
th

NOTE: The next Race Against Time will take place on Tuesday, July 4 , 2017 at 17:30.
DUE TO THE WINTER COLD, WE SHALL NOT HAVE A BRAAI AFTERWARDS!

We should have the normal bring and braai afterwards, weather permitting. Bring your boerewors and
bun and a drink to enjoy with other members.

♫ It’s good, ♪it’s good♪, it’s good.. ♪… it’s NICE! ♫
Please join us for a nice little social after the running bit.

Birthday Celebrations :
July 2017
Raymond Pienaar
Cor Grey
Louise Smith
Stephen Smith
Michelle MacDonaldHutcheson
Sharon Zeelie
Vicky Baker

05
0
11
20
22
27
28

2017 Time Trials JUNE
Name
Beukes, Charl
Botha, Bennie
Burger, Jacques
Coetzer, Kees
Gloy, Alf
Grey, Cor
Grobler, Charmonique
Guccuo, Jean
Hamilton, Erica
Hamilton, Robert
Hamilton, Rozanne
Howes, Clint
Hunter, Bridget
Jackson, Steve
Koorts, Maria
Koorts, Paul
Lombaard, Antoon
Mahabane, Reneilwe
Mkwanazi, Siphiwe
Motaung, December
Motaung, Maria
Mouton, Johan
Mouton, Natasha
Mouton, Ruan
Nel, Andries
Pienaar, Daniel
Pienaar, Kathy
Pienaar, Nadia
Pienaar, Simon
Pienaar, Wayne
Smith, David
Smith, Stephen
Spies, Michelle
Sykora, Greg
Van den Berg, Gys
Van Rensburg, Leon
Van Wyk, Roelof
Zeelie, Sharon
Megan

06/06

13/06

20/06

27/06

? (2)
? (6)
? (6)
? (2)
? (2)
? (2)
? (2)
? (2)
? (2)
-

20’47 (4)
38’13 (6)
48’40 (8)
29’17 (6)
35’13 (6)
35’13 (6)
40’00 (8)
36’01 (6)
30’20 (6)
35’13 (6)
35’13 (6)
26’54 (4)
27’41 (6)
27’41 (6)
36’01 (6)
26’54 (4)

25’00 (4)
31’20 (6)
32’11 (6)
27’46 (6)
34’31 (6)
36’57 (6)
36’57 (6)
43’19 (8)
34’58 (6)
29’43 (6)
32’11 (6)
43’19 (8)
25’00 (4)
25’18 (4)
28’14 (6)
28’14 (6)
34’58 (6)
25’18 (4)

25’47 (4)
25’47 (4)
30’48 (6)
31’52 (6)
30’34 (6)
36’23 (6)
31’52 (6)
30’46 (6)
30’50 (6)
30’34 (6)
30’50 (6)
25’47 (4)
24’27 (4)
27’41 (6)
? (?)
27’41 (6)
35’40 (6)
24’27 (4)

Points
total
25
17
5
11
35
20
13
8
29
20
8
1
6
15
5
30
9
1
7
11
11
4
2
19
29
9
4
2
11
31
11
18
17
9
20
17
31
36
3

New CLUB CLOTHING.
Our NEW Club vests have arrived. We wish to thank Wayne for organising this. It is FREE for all
members who joined the Club before May 2017. This is part of the repayment for your dedication and
work at the Vaal Marathon. Normal cost is R200.
We are also officially part of the #Run Clean initiative and we would appreciate if you dispose of your
cup and water sachet appropriately in a rubbish bin during all races! Lead by example please. There is a
small pocket for the empty water sachet on the right hand side of the vest.

Please start wearing only this vest to races so that we all look the same. Do not dispose of your old vest,
wear it during training and group runs and show with pride that you belong to VAAL AC!
All members are welcome to take an old vest for personal use. Please do not give it to non-members.
Each member is required to personally collect and sign for the vest upon receipt.

The official colour of our shorts is BLACK. You may buy your preferred cut.
You may still wear the previous green shorts. We still have a few left in stock if you prefer the green shorts
and wish to buy them at a very-very low cost. Sizes are however limited. (New green shorts will not be
purchased in the future.)
Visit us at Time trial to collect and buy.

Respek kos nie geld nie; dit kos karakter

Stephan Joubert 19/6/2017

Vir meer as tien jaar behartig ek ‟n klein rubriek in die dagblad Beeld vanaf Dinsdae tot Saterdae. Dit
is ook getiteld: Goeie Nuus. Die afgelope Saterdag het ek 'n verhaal gedeel waarvan die reaksie van
letterlik duisende mense totaal onverwags en oorweldigend was. Te midde van party wat my afgestof
het, het ander mense op Facebook en elders mooi getuienisse gedeel van hoe die Here hulle ook
gebruik op verkillende maniere:
"My vrou en ek stop onlangs by die vulstasie op die R21 om brandstof in te gooi. Ons het biltong in
die kar en deel dit al geselsend met die petroljoggie. Terwyl ons gesels sien ek hoe hy ontspan en
begin skerts. Later, nadat ek betaal het, raak hy ernstig en sê: “I wish all white people could be like
you.” “Hoekom?” wil ek verbaas weet. “Baie van hulle praat nie met ons nie, en as hulle dit doen is dit
skerp en ongeskik,” sê hy met ‟n stuk seer in sy stem. Ek is skoongeboul. Ons het niks vreemd
gedoen nie; dit was net ‟n geselsie en ‟n bietjie van ons kos wat ons sommer so in die gesels gedeel
het.
Toe dink ek by myself dat as ons nie eens hierdie subminimum roete van vriendelikheid en respek
teenoor mekaar kan navolg in ‟n sogenaamde Christelike land nie, dan is ons in groter moeilikheid as
wat ons dink. Respek is ‟n kernbeginsel van die evangelie van Christus. Dit is die hartklop van God se
wil, aldus 1 Petrus 2:15-17.
Kom ons doen minstens net die subminimum vir mekaar in God se Naam. Om respek te wys kos nie
geld nie. Of tyd nie. Maar dit kos karakter. Dit vra dat ons ander mense raaksien en ag. Dit vra dat
ons mense om Christus ontwil met deernis behandel, selfs al doen hulle dit nie terug aan ons nie."

"Happy unbirthday! May you have many more!"

Stephan Joubert 31/5/2017

In the children's tale Alice in Wonderland, Alice arrives at the Mad Hatter's tea party uninvited. She
quickly realises that it is a rather strange celebration. It is a "very merry unbirthday party", dedicated to
everyone whose birthday it isn't that day. When the Mad Hatter finds out that it's Alice's "unbirthday",
he remarks how small the world is, because it is his "unbirthday" as well. And then they celebrate.
The real name of Lewis Carrol, the writer of this tale, was Charles Dodgson. He was an English
minister, but Christ's gospel shines through all his children's stories. He knew God loves celebrations.
A festive day doesn't have to appear on an official calendar for us to don our best outfits.
We don't have to wait for our birthdays before we hear "May the good Lord bless you". Every day that
God grants us is a celebration. Every day is blessed. Please invite someone in Jesus' name today to
celebrate a little piece of life. Keep the gloom and doom away with a celebration per day.
And learn some more from another storybook character: "What day is it?", asked Winnie the Pooh.
"It's today," squeaked Piglet. "My favourite day," said Pooh.

Comrades 2017: 86.73km

Race No

Name

Category

Time

# Sex

37563 Jose Marques
49145 Jacques Burger
20766 Willem Du Preez
40459 Khabi Motaung
26254 Robert Hamilton
32484 Wayne Pienaar
17263 Margaret Labuschagne
56636 Gavin Murphy
40839 David Smith
14580 Johan Mouton
18576 Jan Paulus Koorts
22376 Sharon Zeelie
35541 Gert Coetzer
33095 Gys Van Den Berg
39514 Stephen Smith
56097 Gregory Sykora
44085 Engela Kotzee
31813 Steve Jackson
23140 Francis Heymans
24767 Cobus Botha

M40
08:06:01
854
M40
08:38:23
1473
MOPEN
08:54:53
2031
M50
09:21:16
2663
MOPEN
09:47:01
3510
MOPEN
10:09:26
4349
F50
10:41:46
920
M40
10:48:05
6320
M50
10:56:02
6883
M40
11:11:51
7618
M50
11:12:29
7653
F50
11:25:16
1686
MOPEN
11:32:23
8921
M40
11:45:39
9841
M40
11:49:11 10115
M40
11:54:11 10564
F40
11:55:46
2614
M50
dnf
M60
dnf
MOPEN dnf
Our running friends

15968 Bridget Hunter
11134 Maria De Gouveia

F40
F60

# Category

300
538
1096
249
1808
2156
84
2440
885
2941
1040
189
3979
3767
3876
4051
995

RAT Time

07:15:00
10:00:00
08:30:00
10:30:00
08:50:00
10:05:00
11:30:00
10:29:00
10:45:00
08:57:00
11:30:00
11:40:00
10:30:00
10:45:00
10:50:00
11:40:00
11:50:00
10:50:00
11:28:00
11:30:00

Difference

00:51:01
01:21:37
00:24:53
01:08:44
00:57:01
00:04:26
00:48:14
00:19:05
00:11:02
02:14:51
00:17:31
00:14:44
01:02:23
01:00:39
00:59:11
00:14:11
00:05:46

11:52:14
11:57:42

Congratulations to all.
To those that did not finish, maybe a bit more and better training for next year is
required. Watch next months’ Newsletter. We shall do it together, as a family.

Our Comrades Trophy winners are:
The RAT race winner is Wayne; the Chameleon kry n nuwe baas, Johan; the last Valie home
is Engela, die laaste ‘byler’ is Cobus. Engala is also our Novice runner for 2017.

Jose running hard

December,.. next hill …

Jacques, keep going

Willie, strong

Robert pushing

Wayne , forward we go, thumbs up

Margaret, consistency is key Gavin, can’t wait to shave

Johan, happiness is…

Gert , nearly there

Paul, left, right, left, …

Davey enjoying himself

Sharon, true grit

Gijs - vasbijt

Steve, relieved, made it…

Greg having a sip

Engela, concentrating

Francis

Cobus

Close but DNF.

Steve
Our Running friends:

Bridget, happy smiles

Maria, no pain no gain

Alf , no 29 … done!

What are friends for?! Truly showing we are a Vaal family! Great support of each other!

Davey and Gavin, smiling

Johan and Robert

Greg and Cobus still thumbs up!

Threesome! Wayne, Davey and Margaret

Paul and Kees joking

Engela and Greg , to the end, come on…

Post Comrades Aches and Pains Function: 10th June
The post Comrades at the Riverside Sun was badly attended. Only 8 out of 20 runners pitched. (Not
good). Our price winners were there with the exception of Cobus.
Thank you for those that attended and told the others of their experience. The Breakfast was great!

Is current Comrades runners a bunch of softies?
In the pre-90‟s there was no internet to browse for the best runners‟ training program, diet or fuel
supplements. We had steak and chips, maybe pasta and beer! Or even a couple of beers.
No runner needed the latest gadgets such as a Garmin and heart rate monitors to „improve‟
performance or assist with training. Running shoes was bought what you could afford. Most was
known as just tekkies. No technical advances.
Training meant running, on the road not on a treadmill, no gym work or cross training, maybe some
push-ups and sit-ups. During any road race you had Coke and water with salt pills to prevent cramps
if necessary. No energy drinks or other concoctions to improve performance or prevent de-hydration.
Qualification to enter meant a 4:30 marathon and you only had 11 hours to complete the race.
Makes‟ you think! Maybe it is time for runners to go back to basics! Too start running and forget all the
other bull! To run, you have to run, that is the basic requirement.
Comrades is making a lot of money out of runners who do not qualify or start but at least it is getting
more people active and that is the biggest positive out of it.
Your comment please?
(Funny, after I have already written this, Arthur sent me RAC‟s Newsletter with about the same
thoughts. (see attached).

Class(ee)ic: Dave Smith at his best.
Hi Roelof, in response to your request for an article, here goes.

The Great Trek.... IN REVERSE!
They say there are 3 things in life that cause the greatest stress and shock to a person (other than the
death of a loved one). These are changing your job, changing your home and ending a relationship.
In February this year I was happily going about my life, back at work, enjoying my home, and especially my
running. A month later, I was in my car driving down to Cape Town, alone, to a new job and no home! Now
to anyone who knows me (and I suspect many of you fall into that category), you will know this is NOT ME!
I am conservative, I think things through and then do it again just for good measure... The reasons for my
decision are well documented and mirror the thoughts of many other Gauteng residents, namely better
governance, cleaner surroundings, lower crime, healthy outdoors lifestyle, great place to retire and in my
case, being close to my son. All valid and good reasons to make such a drastic move.
The catch here, as I alluded to in my letter for the Comrades pre function, is the difference between reality
and your perceptions. Talking and thinking about something are in NO WAY anywhere similar to the harsh
reality of actually DOING it.
I got here just before Two Oceans, so I had a false sense of well-being as I saw everyone just a few days
after leaving Gauteng. BUT, when everyone left and I had to stay behind, reality set in. Staying in a friend's
outside room, no matter how good a friend he may be, is NOTHING like living in Komati Drive, Three
Rivers! Going to a new job with Kapenaars everywhere is NOTHING like going to work at Reading where I
had re-invented everything and it all ran like clockwork. And here is the real catch... Going to Constantia
Virgin Active on a Tuesday and Thursday afternoon for club runs with 100 plus self-absorbed Varsity Old
Boys, simply CANNOT compare to a time trial or Saturday morning breakfast run with my Vaal family. You
guys just have NO IDEA at the culture shock! I remember Arnold Nardy alluding to this when he moved to
the Cape, but actually experiencing it, is as alien as anything possibly can be!
Remember that being part of VAC since 2002, means I have lived through and shared many of the greatest
challenges, low points and highs of my life with you all. We have all shared our own lives with their trials
and tribulations TOGETHER. I know we always say we are a family and get a warm fuzzy feeling inside
when we do, but let me tell you, until it is no longer there, you really don't have any idea how special our
bond actually is!
I am slowly getting acquainted with a few people in VOB, but the Saturday mornings at Park Run are a LOT
better from a social perspective. Even church is simply Not the same. Not a single welcoming face or
greeting yet and I have been here since Easter...
In short, as a runner, moving to the Cape is the best thing I ever did! Running up Boyes Drive at lunch time
and seeing the entire False Bay unfold below me as I crest the rise above Muizenburg, or running through
the forest above Constantia and up the jeep tracks to emerge on top of Table mountain after 12kms to see
the entire Peninsula appear is quite simply indescribable. BUT, this is not the Promised Land it is
perceived to be. There is crime a-plenty, traffic is quite simply horrific and the people are snobs who only
care which school you went to (Ok, I am generalising a bit here). Then there is housing. Whatever you get
for your house in the Vaal, multiply that BY 4, yes FOUR TIMES, to get half of what you had before...
So to summarise, enjoy Vereeniging. It ROCKS. Enjoy Vaal Athletic Club. Nothing else comes close.
Enjoy the people you share your lives with, they are second to none. Enjoy your homes. They are palaces
that cost peanuts. Enjoy the lack of traffic and wide open roads. As a petrolhead, I can assure you, a few
potholes are something I am happy to live with just to get to the speed limit on occasion! And, if you DO
decide this is where you want to move to, I am here, so it won't be as traumatic for you! LOL.
See you all in the Cape and if you are here, PLEASE come and visit! I will have a home soon and you are
ALL welcome.
Dawie die Kaapenaar Kabouter.
(Now, after you enjoyed reading this, what stops you from writing something for the Newsletter?)

Billion dollar race to break 2-hour marathon mark:

(Shortened and edited (R))

For distance runners, it's a mystical goal equivalent to the four-minute mile that Roger Bannister broke
in 1954; a test so difficult some have estimated it may be 50 years or more before anyone achieves it.
Now the $270 billion market for athletic shoes and apparel is fueling an assault on the mark.
Nike and Adidas have announced separate plans to attack the barrier, with both introducing shoe
lines linked to the effort. The leader so far is Nike, which came within a whisper of the barrier with a
time of 2:00:25 in a run with top athletes on May 6.
"Nike are doing this because they realised, 'Wow, I can sell more shoes,'" he said.
Nike, is already selling shoes developed as part of its Breaking2 project. The Nike Zoom VaporFly 4%
model features an aerodynamic heel and carbon fiber plate, which Nike says will make runners 4
percent more efficient than its previous top-line marathon shoe. The price: $250 a pair.
"Breaking2 is a quest to fully measure the extent of what the body is capable of," the company said by
email. Nike says it started the Breaking2 programme three years ago.
"Nike is looking to push the limits of human potential through product innovation, smarter training and
an optimised environment - helping our athletes run what has never been run before."
The publicity generated by Nike's recent attempt, which was streamed live on the internet from a
course festooned with red-and-white Swooshes, may have already helped the company reach
millions of fitness fanatics and weekend athletes.
First it selected three top athletes based on their oxygen use, energy consumption and ability to
sustain speed over long distance. Initially, the program worked to refine their training by monitoring
performance with GPS watches and heart monitors. Then it went a step further, measuring skin
temperatures to determine the perfect race conditions and sweat rates to develop personalised
hydration mixtures.
Finally, Nike took over the Monza race track in Italy for what was essentially a 26.2-mile experiment
rather than a race.
The flat Formula One course with gentle curves provided ideal conditions for the three marathoners,
who were supported by 32 other athletes who ran in groups of six to form a wind-breaking wedge and
keep them on pace. Moped riders delivered their specially formulated drinks: No scrambling at the
drink table at this race.
Eliud Kipchoge came agonisingly close to the goal, finishing in 2:00:25. One second a mile faster and
he would have made history.
Critics say the Monza run may actually have shown how far humans are from running two hours in a
sanctioned race. If some of the world's best athletes can't do it under ideal conditions, how long will it
be before someone who has to contend with the vagaries of running through city streets in
unpredictable weather breaks the barrier?
If the sub-two-hour marathon is the Mount Everest of human endurance, Kipchoge "has reached the
ledge just beneath its summit," said Ross Tucker, the head scientist for World Rugby who writes for
the Science of Sport blog. Creating perfect conditions just helped him get really close.

TRAINING ADVICE.

Defy the weather and keep a running routine.
How to keep running in winter

http://cmiyc.co.za/2015/05/11/how-to-keep-running-in-winter/

Accept the challenge of running in winter and do not give in when your mind is trying to talk
you out of it. The change of temperature is a great way to improve your strength and taking it
easy at the same time. A lot of runners actually enjoying the cooler days more, as you do not
have to hurry before summer heat strikes the day. Yet you should consider some facts before
tackling the cold days.

Prepare well for Running in Winter
Your muscles will need longer to adjust to the cold. So stretch and warm up slowly before
you start running during cold weather. For your comfort you are allowed to do so while you
are still inside, but take the approx. 15 minutes.
Since your muscles need longer, you might also not feel up to speed. Do not worry, just let it
be. Just because you are slower during the colder hours, does not mean your body is not
equally challenged. On the opposite, it is even advisable to take it slow and do not plan any
sprints, as you are answering to your body’s requirements and do not want to over-do it.

Adjust Your Routes and Be Safe
Running in winter also means less daylight. If you are not too comfortable with running with
less daylight, you could change your routes. Check well lit roads in your neighbourhood
instead of jogging in the quieter areas. And since you are not chasing your next best time, just
meet new people, at a beginner friendly entry level and stay safe in a group. .
Have an easy, relaxed and super-efficient run and enjoy the hot shower afterwards

This is how you should look at running
in winter:
http://cmiyc.co.za/2015/05/11/5-tips-for-running-in-the-cold/

All too often excuses prevent us from running. Here are some useful tips to overcome your doubts and
actually enjoy running in the cold. With the temperature dropping, especially after sunset and winter
knocking at the door, the sun all too often does not want to shine and it just started to rain when you
want to run. (Ha, in the Vaal? Not sure about rain in winter, maybe for Dawie die Kaapenaar
Kabouter).
1. Make it worthwhile: Your body needs more energy to warm up during cold temperatures, so get out
there and sweat off some calories faster. Warm up slowly, stretch first – so you do not tear any
muscles and remember to not stay outside for long after your run, as your body will cool out quickly
too.
2. Clothing can be a tricky one for running during colder days. Not too thin, not too thick. Your body
temperature is challenged, while exercising during cool weather, rain and wind. Runners prefer a
windbreaker or light rain jacket to wrap around their waist, if needed. For the hard times, prepare to
use gloves or a hat during running in winter, since you lose 40% body heat over your head.
3. Visibility is changing with the season, especially early mornings and late afternoons lower your
visibility to others. The sun is not as intense, often it’s cloudy, rainy or even misty. Try to wear
reflectors as part of your clothing, or reflective gear as arm stripe, running shoes or backpack so you
are seen.
4. If you are up to exercise longer than 45 minutes, make sure you bring some water as your body will
need it quicker working along natural obstacles. Breathing in cold air makes your body lose more
liquid.
5. Run anyway – it’s proven that you have definitely strengthened and not only your immune system.

With this view ahead of you, who can resist the temptation not to go for a run?
(And I am referring to the quiet, open road)
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Long-distance running has a number of health benefits. Here's a
look at how running long distance can benefit you.
Those of us on the couch watching runners start the Comrades Marathon, or following the action on
social media, have probably asked ourselves repeatedly why anyone would put themselves through a
gruelling 86km run.
Well, it turns out that there are a number of health benefits to long distance running.
According to an article published in the PIT Journal, long-distance running provides a number of
physiological benefits for the human body.
It stimulates the heart, respiratory system and the brain, and reduces cardiovascular mortality.

Here are 10 health benefits of long distance running:
1. Long distance running strengthens your heart. When strengthened, your heart, which is a
muscle, is able to pump blood to your muscles more effectively.
2. Your leg muscles benefit – you develop more endurance and won‟t find yourself getting injured
quite as often or easily.
3. Exercise helps strengthen bones, ligaments and tendons, once again making you less injury
prone.
4. Have you heard the term VO2? Well, running increases this. What it means is that your body
is able take oxygen from the oxygen-rich blood to your entire body. Over time, this will make
running (and exercise) feel a bit easier.
5. More capillaries (those mini blood vessels) will grow and as a result enhance blood supply to
your muscle fibres. This in turn provides increased energy and oxygen to your muscles.
6. The concentration of key aerobic enzymes also increases. These enzymes have an important
job helping to break fuel into useable forms of energy that you need when running.
7. Running also forms more myoglobin in the skeletal muscle fibres. This facilitates oxygen
transfer into the muscles, which helps improve your running.
8. Looking to lose weight or keep it off? Running develops your fat-burning capacity – your body
learns how to tap into your fat supply optimally. Maintaining a healthy weight is important if you
want to lower your risk of developing health issues.
9. Running is a great way to train your mind. It helps you develop mental toughness and teaches
you coping skills. As you start adding more kilometres to your training runs, your confidence
receives a boost when you find that your body can actually go the distance.
10. According to the Archives of Internal Medicine, regular exercise such as long-distance
running can “lift depression just as well as prescription antidepressants”.
However, it‟s important to remember that although ultra-marathon runners are generally healthier
and take less sick time than the rest of the population, they do tend to suffer more knee pain and
stress fractures.
If you plan to start running marathons, schedule a check-up with your doctor first, who can check
if your heart and lungs are healthy enough to take on endurance exercise.

(This is especially for Wayne)

WHY AM I TRAINING HARD AND NOT LOSING WEIGHT?

FLEET FEET TRAINING

Some people out-eat their running. They tell
themselves, “I just ran 20 miles today. I can eat anything I want." You know who
you are.
But at the other end of the spectrum you'll find another group of hard-training runners
who aren't losing weight, either. Those are the folks who out-run their eating - and
it's their light eating that may be causing them to gain weight.
You need to proportionately increase calorie intake with increased exercise. A
skimpy diet will undermine your surge in training because it cannot maintain your
metabolically active muscles. As an example, if you are eating 1,400 calories and
burning 2,500 calories every day your metabolism will slow to protect your vital
organs and defend against “starvation” by sustaining your adipose (fat) tissue - even
during intense training.
Just remember: you won‟t “get fat” by eating (1) carbohydrate-rich foods that support
your long exercise sessions, (2) protein-rich foods that facilitate muscle recovery
when it's needed, and (3) fat that provides energy, absorbs certain nutrients,
maintains your core body temperature, and serves as a backup source of energy to
fuel your workout when carbohydrates are not available.
If you think you may fall into the “I‟m eating too little” category, test your daily caloric
needs with our Caloric Expenditure Test. This simple metabolic assessment gives
you the facts you need to eat wisely while you are in training.
Another reason that hard training may result in weight gain involves sleep, not
calories. Sleepless nights (or too many early morning runs) don‟t just ruin your mood
the next day - they could also increase your waistline. According to new research in
the August issue of the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, sleep deprivation can
cause you to pack on extra pounds.
When you get too little shut-eye, your metabolism slows down to conserve energy.
That slowdown triggers the release of the hormone cortisol, which increases
appetite. Your body thinks it needs more energy, so it asks for more food. Given that
it takes just 3,500 calories to add a pound to your body, even 200-300 extra calories
a day can quickly turn into extra weight.

Sponsors Page.
Please support our sponsors, they support Vaal Athletic Club.
Our Main sponsor for the Vaal Marathon for 22 Years.

MRG is the industrial roofing and structural specialist. MRG is a registered asbestos removal contractor
Supply and install Stainless Steel, Polycarb, Galvanised, Chromadeck and Nutec sheeting. Design and install lifeline systems.

CCG is recognised as one of the major specialised manufacturers of cable glands and junction boxes in the
world.

(Sponsor of our Comrades tops for the past 10 years! With regret they could not sponsor us for 2017)
LAST WORDS.

